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300 THE ANALYST.

our tradesmen here would only all agree to act upon similar principles there would be an
end of the necessity for public analysts appearing in police courts, a consummation
which, in spite of the statements of the trade organs, we most sincerely wish for.

MANX A'-'ULTEllATION ACT.-The report of the inspector appointed under the Acts for the Prevention
of Adulteration in the Isle of Man, for the year ending December 31st last, has just been issued. The total
amount of cigars imported upon \\'hir.h duty was paid in the island was 1866 Ibs., showing a decrease of
150 Ibs. upon 1876. The cigars examined were all found to be composed entirely of tobacco. With regard
to the spirits, the inspector reports that the average accustomed strength of the spirits sold in the island
was 14·2 under proof. The result of the examination, the inspector states, compares favourably with
previous years, as many of the sample8 were procured with a view to ascertain if any deleterious substance
had been added to the spirits, but in no instance was any other udulteration found than water. With
respect to milk only two samples were found adulterated. Some of the hutter sold by retailers was not so
satisfactory, but no prosecutions could be instituted, as the vendors had informed purchasers that they did
not sell the article as butter.-Grooer.

RECENT CHEMICAL PATENTS.

The following specifications have been published during the past month, and can be
obtained from the Great Seal Office, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, London.

1876.
No.

3992
4021
4066
4094
4118
4134
4142
4144
4158
4159
4272
4275
43.6
4370
1878.
243
828
730

Name of Patentee.

F. Wirth
H. Conradi
F. S. Newall ...
M. Neustadt ."
P. Spence
B. J. B. Mills
W. Thompson
E. W. Parnell
H. Simon
J. H. Martin ..
J. D. Ellis
F. W. Heinke
J. A. Stephan
G. F. Corneiius

C. D. Abel
Do.

A. Sauvee

Title of Patent. Price.

Treating Ammoniacal Liquids 6d.
Manufacture of Sugar from Beetroot ... 6d.
Manufacture of Soda and Potash 2d.
Manufacture and Production of Salicylic Acid 6d.
Treating Spent Oxide of Iron arising from the Manufacture of Gas 4d.
Manufacture of Gas 4d.
Manufacture of White Lead Sd.
Manufacture of Caustic Alkalies 4d.
Manufacture of Soft Soap 2d.
Decorticating and Polishing Rice, &c.... 6d.
Manufacture of Ferro Manganese and Speigel Eisen .. , 2d.
Producing Electric Light 2d.
Manufacture of Carburetted Hydrogen and Oxy-hydrogen Gases 4d.
Treatment of Hydro-carbon Oils for the Manufacture of Gas, &c. 2d.

Treatment of Residues from Analine Red, &c. 4d.
Colouring Matters for Dyeing and Printing ... 4d.
Scouring, Bleaching, and Dyeing Materials or Fabrics 4d.

Mr. C. W. Heaton has been appointed Public·A.nalyst for St. Martin's.le-Strand.
Mr. A. Ashby has been appointed public analyst for Grantham.
Mr. A. Wynter Blyth has been appointed public analyst for the Boroughs of

Tiverton, Bideford, and South Molton.
Mr. W. F. Donkin has been appointed public analyst for Banbury.
Mr. R. Oxland has been appointed public analyst for Devonport.

BQO~S, &.0:, RECEIVED.
The Chemist and Druggist; The Brewers' Guardian j The British Medical J oumal; The Medical
Examiner j The Medical Times all4 Gaze~e; The Pharmaceutical J oumal j The Sanitary Record;
The Medical Record; The Miller j The ';A,!Itf~Adulteration Review; Journal of Applied Science;
The Country Brewers' Gazette; The Dairyman; Notes on Diet, by Sydney Gibboua, Melbourne.





















































































842 THE ANALYST.

of " solids not fat," and to be sold, say, at 4d. per quart, and the latter to include milks
containing less than 12 per cent. of solids, or 9 per cent. of " splids not fat," and to be
sold at a lesser price. The vendor thus selling according to the quality, no unjust
prosecution could arise. Some efficient instrument, however, should be put into the
hands of farmers and others, so that a rough analpis might be made, and the milk
sold on the results obtained. This system, the author thought, would tend to stop
adulteration, because it would no longer pay to adulterate, a better price being got for
the better articles, and it would tend to put an end to those complaints of medical men,
who, after advising their patients to take milk, found its effects so uncertain and
unsatisfactory.

ON THE ADULTERATION OF DRUGS.

13Y CHARLES R. C. TICHBORNE, LL.D.

TilE author stated that in his paper he should not refer to the adulteration of the
expensive drugs and chemicals sueh as saffron, scammony, quinia, nitrate of silver,
which no doubt did occur; but a few recent experiences would illustrate the fact that
adulteration is perhaps even more extensively carried on with cheap drugs than dear
ones. He had been informed on good authority that powdered hematite-red iron ore
is frequently sold as the peroxide of iron. It is still a favourite remedy, particularly
among amateur doctors; and as the Pharmacopreial article is only worth a few pence
per lb., a variable rock with various proportions of oxide of iron-l0 to 70 per cent.
ehould not be substituted for it. He was not, however, prepared to vouch for the
correctness of this statement from actual observation; but the following instances had
come under his own immediate notice :-

"Phosphorus and nitric acid," he said, "are not very dear substances, and therefore
we would suppose that a preparation like phosphoric acid would always be made 88

directed from those chemicals, particularly when sold as the B. P. acid; but I place
before you a specimen of the so called B. P. acid which is made from bone-ash and oil of
vitriol. On reference to Watts' 'Dictionary of Chemistry,' vol. iv., pages 500 and 544,
it is there stated that a very pure acid may be obtained by treating bone-ash with oil of
vitriol, repeated treatment with H2S04, evaporation, and other manipulations not
necessary to specify in this paper. The writer says, after describing the process, 'The
filtrate, when boiled, constitutes a solution of ortho-phosphoric acid, contaminated with
a trace of sodium, but otherwise pure.' Now, whether it is possible to remove the
whole of the lime and magnesia by easy and cheap means I am not prepared to say.
But, as far as I can see, the sample of so-called phosphoric acid under examination
more exactly represents the biphosphate of lime of the manure-makers than the
Pharmacopreial acid. It gave a voluminous precipitate on adding choloride of ammonium
and carbonate of ammonia, and also contained appreciable quantities of magnesium.
Here we have a chemical product cheap in itself, cheap as regards the sources from which
it is procured, and yet sold impure. The doctors' dose-30 drops-is not much, and yet
it must be cheapened for the commercial greed.

"Linseed is a very cheap. ~ommodity, .owing partially to the extensive cultivation
of the plant for flax and other purposea;,and also because, as regards the seed, we utilise
the whole of the residue after exprt'ssingthe oil. After getting the latter valuable
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used, is simply calculated for KHll or NaHO instead of HCy. Now if the applicability
of this test for alkalimetrie purposes were confined to the determination of caustic
alkalies, I feel certain that nobody would think of using prussic acid and silver nitrate in
preference to the customary sulphuric acid and litmus; but I find that it answers equally
well with the alkaline carbonates, and here I consider it decidedly preferable to the
process in general use, for the following reasons :-

(1.) The solution of alkaline carbonate does not require boiling, as the carbonic acid
does not interfere.

(2.) The change from perfect clearness to an unmistakable turbidity, as produced by
a single drop of the silver solution, is more striking than that of the colour of litmus
brought about by one drop of standard sulphuric acid.

(3). As a decinormul solution is used the results are more accurate than those
obtained by normal H2S04 or HCl.

(4). The results may be readily checked, without the necessity of operating on a
fresh portion of the sample.

(5). The chloride present in commercial alkaline carbonates can be estimated by the
same process with but little additional trouble.

It is well known that hydrocyanic acid does not decompose alkaline carbonates at an
ordinary temperature. But in the presence of silver nitrate the decomposition takes

, place in accordance with thc following equation-
K2COS + 2HCy + AgNOs KAgCY2 + KNOs + CO2 + H20.

The first drop of silver solution added in excess precipitates silver cyanide.
KAgCys+ AgNOs=2A.gCy+KNOs

The weak solution of the carbonate to be tested (about 0'5 to 1 gram in 100 C.c. of
water) is mixed with 10 to 20 C.c. of hydrocyanic acid of Scheele's strength (a decided
excess), and the decinormal solution of silver nitrate added drop by drop, stirring well
all the time until a permanent turbidity is produced. Each c.c. of the silver solution
required corresponds to 0'138 gram K2COS and to 0'0106 Nu.COs. I quote the results of
a few determinations to show the accuracy of the process.

Pure K2COS used Found
0'5850 0'5851
0'1670 0'1672
0'8775 0'8779
0'2088 0'2085

If after the addition of the required quantity of silver nitrate the mixture is boiled
down to less than half its volume or until the excess of free HCy has been completely
expelled, then mix with a few drops of solution of potassium chromate and the
addition of silver nitrate now proceeded with until the colour of the mixture changes to
red, the volume of the test thus used will be found equal to that used in the first titration.
This may serve to check the previous result. In the presence of chloride, however, the
number of e.c. used in the second titration will be greater than that used in the first.
The difference between the two exactly indicates the chloride.

If 40 c.c. were used in the first and 45 c.c. in the second experiment the difference
of 5 c.c. must be calculated for chloride.

A few of my results willahow the value or the method.
Used. . Found.

(1). Pure KaCOs 0'2000 RsCOs 0'2005
Pure NaCl 0,0080 NaCl 0'0683

(2). Pure KsCOs 0'9760 X,CO, 0'9760
Pure NaCl O'182[} Nu.Cl 0'1830
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Hence I believe, that this method merits ,'the attention of those who are much

engaged in alkalimetric estimations. ."
I have also employed silver nitrate with succeSll- ill the analysIs of mIXtures of

hydrocyanic acid and mineral acids, and indeed I find th.at thes.e pr~ces~es ~ay be
advantageously extended to other applications, but my expenments 1ll thIS dIrectIOn are

not yet completed.

THE VOLUMETRIC ESTIMATION OF SOME IRON COMPOUNDS OF THE
PHARMACOPCEIA.

By H. N. DRAPER, F.C.S.

THE author said he brouO"ht forward his notes rather as queries than as results. Professor
Tichborne had question:d to him the correctness of the figures given by the British
Pharmacopreia in the volumetric estimation of arseniate of iron. The quantity of
bichromate solution said to be necessary for the conversion of 2 grammes of ferrous
arseniate seemed to Professor 'fichborne too small. According to the British Pharmacopmia

100 C.c. of the solution are capable of converting from proto to per salt 1'68 gramme of
iron. This statement is theoretically correct, and Mr. Draper found by actual experi

ment, taking the mean of three made with plano wire, that the actual quantity required

was 97 e.c.

Now regarding arseniate of iron, the Pharmacopreia states that 2 grammes require
17 C.c. This is because the iron is in a " partially oxidised" condition. If it were
possible to prepare the arseniate so that all the iron should be in a ferrous state the
conversion would require 44'84 C.c. This shows that the British Pharmacopreia standard
is that of a salt containing only 37·g per cent. of absolute ferrous arseniate, a constitution
which is but inadequately described by the phrase" partially oxidised." But on making
the arseniate according to the Pharmacopmia instructions cyen this proportion of ferrous
arseniate was not realized. The mean of three experiments gave only 21'7 per cent.
Other slJecimens purchased in Dublin gave respectively 3'34, 5'2,6'64 and 13'6 per cent.

A different result was obtained with thp. ferrous phosphate. The British Pharma
copreia requires a standard of 44'8 per cent. of absolute ferrous phosphate. By preparing

the salt according to its instructions a proportion of 60'9 per cent. was obtained, and
from four purchased specimens the following proportions were respectively found-~H.1,

29'6, 31'3, 49'2.

In magnetic oxide the British Pharmacopreia requires, by its volumetric standard,

only a proportion of 28'8 per cent. of true ferroso ferric oxide. A specimen prepared
according to directions, however, was found to contain only 19'4.

M. TEISSERENC DE BORT has just charged the Agronomic Institute to make a chmical
analyses of all the wines sent to the Paris Exhibition. The number of samples to be
examined is more than 10,000, coming from France, Spain, Italy, Austria, America,
Africa, &c.

Mr. J. H. Collins, Public Analyst for the County of Cornwall, and for the Borough
of Penzance, has been appointed Analyst for the City of Truro and for the Borough of
Lll.unct:ston.
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ANALYSES OF BERLIN BEER.

THE following analyses are from the Allgemeine Hopfen Keitun,g, Beer brewed in the
celebrated Brauorie Konigstadt, of Berlin, was found to oontain as follows:-

"

"

"

"

"

"

"
"

"
"

"
"

"

"
"

"
"

"

"

"

LIGHT COLOURED BEER.
4'501 per cent. by weight
1'893
0'861
0'630
1'296
0'005

Unfermented extract 6'680 per cent.

DARK COLOUHED BEER•

... 4'260 per cent. per weight
... 1'950
..• 1'053

0'621
... 3'386
'" 0'005

Unfermented extract 7'010 per cent.

Alcohol
Saccharine
Dextrine ."
Alhuminoids
Hop-bitkr, extractive and saline matter
Acids

Alcohol
Saccharine
Dextrine ...
Alhuminoids
IIop-bitter, extractive and saline matter
Acids

LAW REPORTS.
At the Southwark police court, Henry Hopkins, provision dealer, was sammoned by the sanitary

inspector of St. George's, South wark, for selling as butter a compJilnd containing not a particle of
butter. Mr. Edwards said tbat he purchased at defendant's shop a half-pound of butter. It was labelled
" Good butter, Is. 2d. a pound." He paid 7d. for it, and took a portion to Dr. Muter's for analysis. He
produced a certificate from the latter, setting forth that there was not a particle of butter in it, but it was
not injurious to health. The .defendant said he sold it as he received it from the wholesale dealer at
Mile End. He thought the sanitary officers ought to look after the manufaeturers as well as the dealers,
Mr. Benson told him that whenever he liked to take proceedings against the manufacturer he would
render him all the assistance in his power, but the defendant must pay a fine of lOs. and 12s. 6d. costs.

At the Tunstall police court, -:\11'. Robert Lloyd, grocer and provision dealer, was summoned under
tbe Food and Drugs' Act, for selling adulterated oatmeal. The oatmeal was purchased by William
Giffard, an assistant to the inspector, who handed it to Mr. Jones, the county analyst. Mr. Jones
certified that the article containell 15 per cent. of barley-meal. The defendant's reply to the charge was
that the oatmeal was precisely the same as he had purchased it. A fine of Is. and costs was imposed.
The defendant was told from the Bench that he had his remedy against the party who supplied him with
the article.

MARYLEBONE.-MILK ADULTERUION.-John Turney, milk dealer, was summoned by one of the
sanitary inspectors of St. l'ancras, for selling milk adulterated with water. The certificate of Dr.
Stephenson, the public analyst for St. Pancras, showed that the milk was adulterated with 8 per cent. of
added water, and was deficient in butter fat. The defendant said he sold the milk as he received it.
Mr. Cooke observed that the percentage of water was very small, but as the defendant sold adulterated for
pure milk, he must be held liable. He must pay a fine of 2s 6d. and 2s. costs.

Simon Ebben was summoned for II similar offence, the quantity of added water being 16 per cent.
The defence was that the milk was sold as bought. Mr. Cooke fined the defendant 20s. and costs.

BELFAST.-ADULTERATED MILK.-William Holden, farmer, was summoned by William John
Anderson, sub-sanitary officer, on a charge of selling butter-milk adulterated with 28'48 parts of water.
The offence was proved, and defendant was fined 205. and costs. Defendant, on hearing the sentence of
the Court, remarked that it was not justice, whereupon Mr. O' Donnell committed him for contempt of
Court. Defendant then expressed his sorrow for having made use of the words in question, and his
worship did not enforce the order.-Ann Jane Carlile was also summoned by Mr. Anderson for selling
adulterated sweetmilk. A certificate was produced from Professor Hodges, borough analyst, stating that
there was 34.27 per cent. ad,led water in the sample. Defendant was fined £6 and costs.

At Guildford Borough Bench, before the Mayor, Christopher Wrist, grocer, High Street, was charged
with having sold II quartc.r of 'a· pOUlld of cocoa which was not of t'le nature and quality of the
article demanded by the purchaser. Defendant. pleaded "Not guilty." Police Constable Butcher
said that on July 27, he went totbe ShOll of the defendant, where he purchased a quarter of a pound
each of cocoa and coffee, and half a poun,t ofbutter, for which he paid Is. 2!d. He told defen~ant

that he was going to have the goods analysed, aud that if he chose he might retain one-third.
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Defendant replied that he did not care to do that, but'thatthe coffee was not pure. Mr. Superintendent
Law said he received the articles named from the last witness on July 27. On the 31st of that month he
handed them to the borough analyst at Southampton, and he nmy, submitted his certificate. The Clerk
read the certificate, which stated that the cocoa contained 30 pel' cent. of starch and sugar. Defendant
handed in a letter from Messrs. Epps and Co., stating that the label on the paper in which the cocoa was
wrapped contained all that was necessary to comply with the requirements of the Act. The Mayor, having
looked at the label, said it represented a true statement of the article, and if the analysis was found to be
correct, the purchaser knew at the time what he was purchasing. Mr. Law: I take it that there was a
label of this kind upon the article purchased, but I maintain that it is not sufficient, for the officer went
into the shop and asked for a quarter of a pound of cocoa. There was no mention made as to a mixture.
The Mayor: Was it supplied in a packet similar to this (holding up one of Epps's packets)? Mr. Law:
I maintain that when a person sells an article of that kind he must call the attention of the purchaser to
the fact that it is mixed with some foreign substance. No person would think of reading the whole of that
printed matter on the label before he purchased. The Mayor: Then what's the use of the label? Mr. Law:
I maintain that it is worthless. The Mayor: The purchaser has full knowledge of the nature of the article
purchased by the label attached to it. Mr. Law: The purchaser's attention must be called to the fact that
it is not genuine. There being a number of other cases, it was decided to proceed with the remainder
before giving a decision.--Mr. John Fulk, grocer, Woodbridge Itoad, was similarly charged with having
sold a quarter of a pound of cocoa. Defendant pleaded" Not guilty," anu Mr. G. White appeared on his
behalf. Police constable Butcher said that on July 27th he pnrchased from the defendant a quarter of a
pound each of coffee and cocoa, and half a pound of butter, for which he paid Is. and 2d. Mr. White
suggested that, as there was another charge against defendant, he would like the Bench to hear them
separately, so that the one would not prejudice the other. Mr. Law: The articles, the coffee and thq cocoa,
were obtained at one and the same time. The Mayor: The witness can give evidence of that I think.
Mr. White: Do you mean that you will hear both together? The Mayor: Yes. Mr. White: They are
separate and distinct cases, anu I object, on behalf of my client, to have them heard together. It was
deciderl to hear the calle of the cocoa first, and the constable stated tbat he handed the articles he had
bought to Mr. Law. Cross-examined by Mr. White, he said that it was on a Saturday when he went to
defendant's shop. He was in plain clothes at the time. Defendant was the person who served him. He
would swear that. Mr. White asked witness a nnmber of minor questions, and the Mayor inquired if they
were all necessary; they had got the fact that the constable bought the cocoa. Mr. White replied that he
was condncting his case properly and fully, and he had no intcntion of occupying the time of the Court
unnecessarily, but he had an object in vicw in asking the questions he had done. There had been a
mistake made in the last case-the certificate was dated two days before the analyst reccived thc articles
and he wished to conduct this case closely. Witness resumcd: He first asked for cocoa, and afterwards for
flake cocoa. Mr. White asked for the production of the sample sold. Mr. Law handed to Mr. White a
packet, which he said contained the cocoa that the constable purchased at defendant's shop. On Mr. White
opening it, and showing the contents to the constable, the latter swore that it was not what ho bought from
defendant. Mr. Law was about to make an explanation, when Mr. White said he had no right to inter
fere. There was a witness under cross-examination, and until that was completed no other person had a
right to interfere in the case. Mr. Law: It is to your own advantage what I was going to say. Mr.
White: I want the proper cocoa produced. If this is not it, and the policeman swears that it is not, where
is it? Mr. Law: This is the cocoa that was obtained from Mr. Fulk. Mr. White: Well, your witness
distinctly states that it is not. The Mayor: The questi.)Jl is, is that the article that he bought and took
to Mr. Law? Mr. White: He says it is not. Poli<:e constable Butcher, in reply to the Mayor, said the
cocoa produced was not the same as he bought from Mr. Fulk. The ~layor: Mr. Law says that is the
article you brought him. Mr. Law: It is qaite clear that it is the article bought from Mr. :Fulk. There
is a mistake in the certificate of the analysis, which is dated July 29, whereas I handed the articles to him
on July 31. Mr. White: That's the reason I have in addressing myself more particularly to the details
in this case. :Mr. law: The certificates are all: wrongly dated. No rock cocoa has been returned
adulterated. The certificate states that this is rock cocoa. A Voice: Then be doesn't know bis business.
Mr. White: There has been some mistake somewhere, and one thing I' know is that we have not the right
article here. The Mayor: I think this case had better be dismissed, at any rate. Nothing can be done
with the analysis dated wrongly. Mr. Law: I .hall ask that the whole of the cases be dismissed. The
analyst has made a great mistake in dating his certificates. I cannot possibly, under the circumstances, go
on with the cases. I took the articles myself and handed them to bim personally on July 31. The cases
were then dismissed, and Mr. Charles Seymonr was informed that the summons against him would be
withdrawn. Mr. 'Vhite was making some sotto voce observations to the Bench prior to retiring, when
Mr. Law observed that the police were only doing their duty. Mr. White remarked tbat if they bad gone
far enough into the case the Bench would have seen that the constable had been telling nothing' but false
hoods from beginning' to end. The Mayor said they coul,lllot allow such remarks. The matter then dropped.
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At Greenwieh police court, Thomas Clark; cowkeeper, Lewisham, appeared to a summons
before Mr. Slade, at the instanee of the Lewisham District Board of Works, charging him with
selling as milk an article adulterated. The case had been twice before the c<.'urt, when evidence was given
that a man named Robinson was engaged by the appointed inspector under the Act to purchase a pint of
milk at defendant's premises, and that on asking for such quantity and being served he tendered a three
penny piece, and received a penny change from defendant's wife. The inspector entered the place of
bnsiness during this transaetion, and said the milk was bought for analysis, when the defendant, who was
in another part of the premises, entered the place of sale, and the wife of defendant went and bronght a
board, the back of which only could be seen in the place of sale, and the front I'nly by passing nndcr a
porch. Th~ board in question bore painted notices that pure milk was sold at ad. a quart, and milk at 4d.
lrith 20 per cent. of water, and this had been certified to exist by Mr. Heisch, analyst to the Board. On
the part of the defendant it was stated about three years ago he was summoned, and fined 20s. at this
court for a like offence by Mr. Balguy. At that time the defendant had exhibited the notice board over
the door of the saleroom, and the magistrate suggested, from explanations given, that more publicity should
be given. This has been sinee followed out, but it was asserted on the part of the prosecution that the
sight of the notice board was obstructed by the porch. To settle this disputed point, it was arranged that
Mr. Slade, the magistrate before whom the present ease had been brought, should visit the premises in
question. Mr. Slade now stated that he had viewed the premises on the previous day with the chief clerk,
and he eoufessed that in entering the porch he should not h"ve seen the board unless it had been pointed
out to him. The question before him to decide was if sufficient publicity was given. The price at which
the analysed milk had been sold, at 4d. per quart, had nothing to do with the case, as at various dairies
pure milk was sold at that price. In considering his judgment he had to look to the poor and illiterate
persons who woUld go to the dairy for small quantities of milk for their infants, not being able to
see or read the notice if seen, and again he had to protect a tradesman who did all he thought he coUld do.
The defendant had evidently followed out what was suggested at the hearing of the former ease, but that
was not sufficient and therefore he should onlv impose a fine of lOs. and 5s. costs.-Mr. Edwards, solicitor
to the Board, said that the defendant having been fined 20s. previously, the fine ought to be increased, the
fUll penalty being £20, but :Mr. Slade would not alter bis decision.

At the Southwark police court, Mr. Griffith Jones, grocer, carrying on business at 94, Spa Road,
Bermondsey, was summoned by Mr. Thomas, the inspector appointed by the Bermondsey Vestry, for selling
as prime butter a compound containing 80 per cent. of foreign fat. Mr. Thomas said that on June 13 last
he saw a plaeard in the defendant's window on whieh was written in large letters, "Prime Butter, One
Shilling a Pound." In consequenee of that he sent his man into the shop for one pound. As soon as the
assistant had served the butter, witn£ss took it and divided it into three portions, telling the assistant he
was going to have one portion analysed. Witness took it to Dr. Muter, who certified that there was not a
particle of butter in it; that it w&.s a compound of animal fat, mannfa~tured to resemble butter, but not
injurious to health. Mr. Benson did not think that prime butter, or any sort of butter, could be had for
lB. per pound. Mr. Edwin was positive that it could not, and the inspector must have known it. The
compound in question was largely imported from France, and was highly nutritious. His client bought it
from a large firm at Greenwich, at 10d. a pound, and sold it for lB., and when it was sold the wrapper was
generally stamped" compound"; but, by some mistake, the assistant forgot to stamp the wrapper. His
client had promised for the future to placard it "butterine." Mr. Benson observed that it was a fraud
upon the public to sell as "prime butter" a compound not containing a particle of butter j but as the
defendant had promised not to sell the compound again as butter, he should inflict only a small fine of 5s.,
and 12s, 6d. costs.

Mr. Joseph Hughes, grocer, 28, St. James's road, Bermondsey, was fined 2s. 6d., and 12s, 6d. costs,
for selling as pure mustard a mixture containing 60 per cent. of turmeric, flour, and starch.

At Sheffield, Mr. William Sheldon, grocer, was summoned for unlawfully selling two ounces of sweet
spirits of nitre which was not of the nature, substance, and quality of the article demanded. Mr. A. H.
Allen sent a certificate which stated that the sample \Vas almost destitute of the real nitrous ether, which
formed the most important constituent of "sweet spirits of nitre" and "spirit of nitrous ether" of good
quality. The sample had not been watered. As a remedy it was nseless. Mr. Allen appended to the
certificate a statement that sweet spirits of nitre gradually deteriorated from decomposition and evaporation
of the nitrous ether contained in it. In undiluted specimens this change occurred TOry slowly, extending
over many months, and was rarely complete. Defendant stated that he sold the nitre precisely as he bought
it from. a Shetlield chem.ist, who- declared it to be of good 'luality. Edwin Wiles, Mitchell Street, the
enllm.wt from. 'Wnom. tne u\tIe.'Wl\ll pUlcWu;eI\,"uil.1t was ellti.rel~ undiluted at b.u,place. H.e bougb.t it ftom.
a respectable house in York. The magistrates imposed II fine of £2 and costs, pointing out to defendallt
that, u regarded the present case, it did not matter in what state it was when he bought it. If, howe....,
he IOld it under quality, he was liable to a penaltv of £20.
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the cnn I obtained decided appearances of fune:oid growths and some bacteria adhering to
the joints, which were entirely filled by a solid mass of decomposil)g milk constituents. I
at once concluded that the milk had been rendered poisonous by being placed in this
dirty can, which had quickly communicated its septic properties to the contents; and I
reported accordingly. This shows that a poison, probably of a fungoid nature, can form
in milk vessels when they have had the milk hardening in them, and are only given a
slight perfunctory rinse. Our publicans take a pride in the perfect brightness of their
cans both inside and out, and why should not our milkmen also avail themselves of a
little sand and" elbow grease." Unfortunately the milk can is too often a dull, dirty,
and unscrubbed receptacle, capable of conveying, as above shown, a dangerous fermentive
poison. I, for one, will insist on having my milk in brightly-scrubbed cans (both outside
and inside), and I advise the public to do likewise, or change their purveyor. I intend
trying to obtain some more of the curious growth I saw, and hope to be able to describe
it more minutely at a future date. I ought to say that the odour of the can was not at
all that of simply stale milk, but something indescribably putrid and offensive.

ON THE NITROGEN COMPOUNDS PRESENT IN THE CEREALS.

By G. W. WIGNER, F.C.S.

(Third Paper.)

IN the previous notes on this subject I omitted to notice that the determinations of
nitrogen had all been made by the soda-lime process. When I commenced the in
vestigation I was of opinion that the results obtained by this process were
sufficiently correct for the determination of such nitrogenous Bubstances as are met with
in the cereals, provided of course that the proper precautions were taken, and especially
that the quantity of the grain burnt was not too large. Working in this way on 10 or
15 grains of the sample, I had found that with proper care the proportion of gluteD
shown by this process varied as the maximum error less than 0'2 in different analyses
of the same sample. But on carrying these investigations further I am convinced that there
are certain disturbing circumstances due to the samples themselves which render the
results liable to a greater error than this. No alteration in the mode of procedure in
the analysis is sufficient to account for some of the differences found, and I cannot at
present trace any relation between the non-coagulable constituents and the irregular
results, but the fact remains that I have found certain samples which show in some CllIelI

nearly one per cent. more or less albuminous matters by the soda-lime process than I should
have expected them to do, and yet while repeats' give nearly identical results, the
percentages found differed materially from those given by the absolute nitrogen procea
It seems to me probable that some of the non-coagulable constituents may be the cause
of this disturbing action, but at present all I can say is that the residues which have
been coagulated by acid giveresRlts which are more uniformly correct than those which
are obtained from the original meal or tiour. It may be possible for me on a future
occasion to point out the exact diffilrences in the results of every sample, but for the
present I give the results by soda-lime process only.
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would meet with everyone's approbation. and suggested that it should include BOme
members of the Society outside the Council.

Dr. Dupre, in replJing to the remarks made on his paper, agreed that gin was very
little governed by quality, and that it might be taken under the clause, but unfortunately
the clause did not say it was to be restricted to gin, and it would be applicable to all
spirits sold unless any were specially excluded, and then the clause would be useless.
Gin would be the least affected. They had not to deal with honest people, but with
those who would break the law if they could. Dr. Dupre also thought a Committee
should be appointed to consider the question.

Mr. Reisch pointed out that Mr. Paget, three or four days after Sir James Ingham
gave his decision, not only decided a case in a precisely opposite direction, but cited a
case in which Justices Mellor and Lush gave a decision contrary to Sir James Ingham,
and Mr. Paget also said that he did not set: what right a magistrate had to repeal an Act
of Parliament.

After some further discussion, a Committee was appointed as stated on page 373.

ON CLEOPATRA'S NEEDLE.

lh G. W. WIGNER, F.C.S.

Ilead before the Society of Public Analysts on the 20th November, 1878.

I NEED hardly remind the members present that the granite of which Cleopatra's Needle
is composed, was obtained from quarries situate at Syene, on the Nile. The general
appearance of the granite is probably pretty well known, so that I need not do more
than draw attention to the specimens, which, by the courtesy of Mr. Dixon, I am enabled
to exhibit to-night. There will, however, I think, be some interest taken in the results
of some analyses which I have recently made of different parts of it.

The specific gravity of the stone is 2'682. It has a very uniform density
throughout, fragments broken from the top and bottom differing in gravity only in the
fourth place of decimals. The surface of some portions, especially of that face which has
laid upwards in Egypt is very considerably weathered, and it was consequently desirable
to ascertain the relative absorbent powers of the unchanged stone and of the weathered
surface when exposed to water. For this determination two pieces were selected, one of
which was taken from the centre of the base, which had to be dressed flat in order to
make the obelisk stand erect on its pedestal} and the other piece, which had a con
siderable portion of weathered surface on one side.

The lump of sound granite weighed about 2,000 grains, and after two days
submersion in distilled water it had absorbed '6 of a grain of water, but no further
increase in weight took place although it was left some days longer under water and
was repeatedly weighed. On being exposed to the air of a warm room for 24 hours it
lost ill the moisture it had absorbed, al.ld weighed '10 of a grain less than it did at
first. Calculating as closely as 1 can, from the area of the rough stone, the absorption
would be at the rate of 7'8g~ains of water per square foot of surface.

The lump having a portion of th~surface weathered, weighed about 3,300 grs.;
after being submerged in ilil\tilled water for two days the weight had increased 1'3 grs.,
after two days more it had increased<iiJiother 2 grs., after which time the weight remained
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